Samsung Partners with Visa to Bring Simple, Secure Payments to Online
Merchants Globally with Samsung Pay and Visa Checkout
SEOUL, Korea – March 29, 2017 – Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. announced a strategic partnership with
Visa (NYSE: V) to help bring Samsung Pay to online merchants. Starting later this year, Samsung Pay
users will be able to shop online at hundreds of thousands of merchants around the world where Visa
Checkout is accepted.
Samsung is committed to making the online payment experience simpler, faster and more secure.
Samsung Pay’s simple, secure checkout experience using fingerprint authentication gives users a more
streamlined online shopping experience, eliminating the lengthy process of adding their payment card
data, billing or shipping details each time they shop. Users with fingerprint authentication-enabled
Samsung devices will be able to click the Visa Checkout/Samsung Pay co-branded button and touch the
fingerprint sensor and the payment will proceed instantly, without needing to enter a user name and
password for each purchase.
Samsung is committed to helping merchants improve their checkout conversion rates. Today, there is
still more friction than necessary in the online checkout process. Working with Visa, Samsung Pay will
change the game for online merchants by giving eCommerce the same streamlined checkout experience
it brought to mobile devices.
“We are very excited to be working with Visa to offer simple, fast and secure checkout experiences to
millions of Samsung Pay users on their mobile devices or desktop,” said Injong Rhee, CTO of the Mobile
Communications Business at Samsung Electronics.” Our partnership benefits not only Samsung Pay
users but also hundreds of thousands of online merchants who are looking for effective ways to increase
their checkout conversion rates.”
“The days of filling out long forms or remembering usernames to make online purchases are continuing
to wind down, as options like Visa Checkout’s open platform become accessible on hundreds of
thousands of merchant sites and companies like Samsung see the value in simplifying the process for
both consumers and merchants,” said Jim McCarthy, executive vice president, innovation and strategic
partnerships, Visa Inc. “We are excited to extend the benefits of Samsung Pay from the mobile world to
now also include online merchants, ensuring customers can pay everywhere Visa Checkout is accepted,
on any device and in app.”
About Samsung Pay
Samsung Pay, a mobile payment service from Samsung Electronics, is simple, safe and available almost
anywhere you can swipe or tap your card. Combining NFC (Near Field Communication) with Samsung’s
proprietary MST (Magnetic Secure Transmission) technologies, Samsung Pay provides consumers a way
to pay almost anywhere you can swipe or tap a card at merchant locations. Samsung continues to

strategically expand its partnership ecosystem for Samsung Pay to provide greater flexibility, access, and
choice for customers while enabling an easy and safe payment experience.
About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung inspires the world and shapes the future with transformative ideas and technologies. The
company is redefining the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices, tablets, digital appliances,
network systems, and semiconductor and LED solutions. For the latest news, please visit the Samsung
Newsroom at http://news.samsung.com.

About Visa
Visa Inc. (NYSE:V) is a global payments technology company that connects consumers, businesses,
financial institutions, and governments in more than 200 countries and territories to fast, secure and
reliable electronic payments. We operate one of the world’s most advanced processing networks —
VisaNet — that is capable of handling more than 65,000 transaction messages a second, with fraud
protection for consumers and assured payment for merchants. Visa is not a bank and does not issue
cards, extend credit or set rates and fees for consumers. Visa’s innovations, however, enable its financial
institution customers to offer consumers more choices: pay now with debit, pay ahead with prepaid or
pay later with credit products. For more information, visit usa.visa.com/aboutvisa, visacorporate.tumblr.com and @VisaNews.

